**Turnagain Pass**

- **Month:** MARCH
- **Season:** 2014/2015
- **Snow (1880')**
- **Temp/Wind (3812')**

### Snow Density %
- CNFAIC
- SH/NSF

### SH / NSF
- **Turnagain Pass**
- **Month:** MARCH
- **Season:** 2014/2015

### Key for precipitation graph:
- Light blue bars = Height of New Snow
- Dark blue bars = Height of New Water X 10

### Other Notes:
- **Widespread 2' storm slab activity in Tincan Trees 6am to 6am**
- **Winter slabbing in Tincan Trees**
- **Natural and AS 2' storm slabs on facets Human and natural**
- **Sluffs getting larger**
- **Winds but little to no to transport Incremental loading**
- **Precip began early Thur AM**
- **Natural wet loose and storm slab cycle - D1’s**
- **Wet loose mid-elevations**
- **Tincan Skier triggered 8” slab caught, ok**
- **West Face Pyramid Cornice fall tr**

### Key:
- **High danger / sluffing**
- **Low danger / sluffing**
- **Widespread 2' storm slab activity in Tincan Trees**
- **Turnagain Pass**
- **Month:** MARCH
- **Season:** 2014/2015
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- **Natural and AS 2' storm slabs on facets Human and natural**
- **Sluffs getting larger**
- **Winds but little to no to transport Incremental loading**
- **Precip began early Thur AM**
- **Natural wet loose and storm slab cycle - D1’s**
- **Wet loose mid-elevations**
- **Tincan Skier triggered 8” slab caught, ok**
- **West Face Pyramid Cornice fall tr**